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An Internet forum discussion on the "Marki Commuter Railway" Association for Defending the Remnant of
Warsaw cautiously identified the location as Nowolipie 34 from similarities in the architectural details,
especially the downspout. The court did not accept this claim. Convicted of personally murdering seven Jews
and deporting a thousand others to death camps, Konrad was sentenced to death and executed in The original
caption was "Forcibly pulled out of bunkers" German: Mit Gewalt aus Bunkern hervorgeholt. After being
removed from the bunker, they were marched to the Umschlagplatz for deportation to an extermination camp.
In the center of the photograph is a small boy wearing a newsboy cap and knee-length socks who appears six
or seven years old. Lucjan Dobroszycki , a historian employed by the Yivo Institute for Jewish Research who
has studied the photograph, stated that "This photograph of the most dramatic event of the Holocaust requires
a greater level of responsibility from historians than almost any other Avrahim escaped to the Soviet Union in
, but his wife Chana who would be the woman in the photograph , son, and daughter are all believed to have
been killed during the Holocaust. Richard Raskin personally doubted the Zelinwarger claim because of the
lack of resemblance between Levi and the boy in the photograph. He lived in hiding on the "Aryan" side of
Warsaw. Since he and his family had valid Palestinian visas, they fell into the Hotel Polski trap in which the
Germans promised safe passage out of occupied Europe. Liberated by American troops at Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp in , Nussbaum stated in that he had been arrested in front of the Hotel Polski on 13 July
and forced to raise his arms as depicted. Although some Jewish organizations uncritically accepted this claim
at the time it was made, it is not possible that Nussbaum was the boy in the photo. A million and a half Jewish
children were told to raise their hands". All images in the Stroop Report are believed to have been taken inside
the Warsaw Ghetto, while the Hotel Polski is not in the ghetto. The Hotel Polski roundups occurred in a
courtyard, while the photograph depicts a street. Most of the Jews in the photograph are wearing heavy
clothing, which suggests that the photograph was not taken in July; they are wearing armbands that they would
not have worn while in hiding on the "Aryan" side of the city. The Germans are wearing combat uniforms
which they would not have needed at the Hotel Polski roundups. Furthermore, Nussbaum was arrested more
than a month after the Stroop Report was delivered to Himmler. Burns of the University of Georgia revealed
that Nussbaum had detached earlobes, unlike the boy in the photograph. The same person was also identified
as Harry-Haim Nieschawer. During his trial in East Germany , the photographs were used as circumstantial
evidence for the prosecution. He was convicted of the murder of at least 2, people and executed in The picture
shows me, as a member of the Gestapo office in the Warsaw Ghetto, together with a group of SS members,
driving a large number of Jewish citizens out from a house. The group of Jewish citizens is comprised
predominantly of children, women and old people, driven out of a house through a gateway, with their arms
raised. The Jewish citizens were then led to the so-called Umschlagplatz, from which they were transported to
the extermination camp Treblinka. The Jewish child of Warsaw: In The Legacy of Abused Children:
Schechner stated that he did not intend to compare the Holocaust with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict , but
merely illustrate the suffering of children because of the cycle of violence in which trauma causes victims to
become abusers. The subtitle read in all caps: However in s Corbis Corporation acquired the photograph from
Bettmann Archive and licenced three versions of it, charging commercial rates for its usage.
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Chapter 2 : The Buried, Raging Sermons of the Warsaw Ghetto Rabbi Â» Mosaic
First appearing in , CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO gave an inside look into an immigrant community that was almost as
mysterious to the more established middle-class Jews of Britain as to the non-Jewish population, providing a compelling
analysis of a generation caught between the ghetto and modern British life.

Observation April 5 About the author James A. Diamond is a professor of Jewish studies at the University of
Waterloo. That, however, is exactly what Rabbi Kalonymus Kalman Shapira did in sermons delivered in the
ghetto between the fall of and the summer of , when mass deportations to Treblinka began. Known to posterity
as the Warsaw Ghetto rebbe, Shapira transcribed these sermons, which were subsequently buried in the hope
that they would be passed on to whoever managed to survive. Together they bear witness to personal
theological upheaval and a spiritual struggle of almost inconceivable proportions, conducted not only under
circumstances of unrelenting torment, starvation, and death but with a very deeply felt apprehension of divine
absence. As myself the child of two Holocaust survivors, both of whom lost many close relatives to the Nazis,
I have always found the annihilation of European Jewry to defy adequate religious response. Whether God hid
His face to use a common biblical and rabbinic metaphor , or whether a new commanding Voice emerges out
of Auschwitz as the theologian Emil Fackenheim argued , or whether the Shoah spells the death or indeed the
non-existence of God, nothing can soften or resolve the radical theological and philosophical crisis induced by
the fact of systematic murder on so massive a scale. Moving later to Warsaw, he set up a yeshiva that achieved
recognition and some notoriety for its progressive pedagogical philosophy and that, no doubt as a result,
became one of the largest in the city. He was most likely murdered in the Trawniki concentration camp in
After the end of World War II, they were retrieved together with the spectacular cache of documents produced
by the group of Warsaw writers, poets, and diarists led by the historian Emmanuel Ringelblum. They hid the
documents in early Though Shapira was not an official member of the group, his weapons of choice were, like
theirs, the pen and the spoken word. His own life and thoughtâ€”and his insistence on the preservation of his
sermonsâ€”constitute yet another exemplar of resistance: Though certainly competent, it contains numerous
errors in transcription. These, combined with the idiosyncratic handwriting, render the manuscript virtually
illegible to the untrained eye. His corrections begin with the title: The first presents a clean, final draft of the
sermons, omitting the words Shapira crossed out and incorporating those he inserted between the lines and in
the margins. The second volume reproduces the actual pages of the surviving handwritten manuscript in its
marked-up form, side by side with a transcription of the pages into type, complete with their cross-outs,
marginalia, and multiple reworkings. The earlier edition traced three cycles of sermons from the arrival of the
Germans in the fall of to July 18, , a few days before the mass deportations to Treblinka. But because Shapira
continually revisited his work, we are now able to trace his intellectual evolution as he made changes to earlier
sermons to reflect later conditions. To take an especially poignant example: As the horrific enormity of the
Final Solution becomes clear, faithful optimism turns to faithful realism. One of these arrowsâ€”unsettlingly,
the reader comes to anticipate themâ€”appears in a sermon originally delivered in late June , barely a month
before the deportations began, glossing the observation that children have historically borne the brunt of
anti-Semitic oppression. The note is punctuated by a desperate shriek: In the original sermon, from December
of the previous year, he had argued against the claim that the current catastrophe had broken the mold of
previous Jewish suffering. Even in December , as we have seen, Shapira adhered to this cyclical understanding
of Jewish history. Only in the following year, after carefully measuring the Holocaust against both history and
rabbinic tradition, did he acknowledge that reactions to prior crises were radically inadequate to the present
catastrophe. Indeed, on the basis of passages like this one, some scholars have deduced that the rebbe
ultimately lost his faith. Reiser concludes that they are wrong, and the evidence strongly militates in his favor.
If he had already buried his belief, why hand over, to be buried for posterity, God-intoxicated sermons wholly
dependent on faith in Him and His covenant? Intellectually, rejecting faith would have been the easy way out,
and Shapira was a man disinclined to choose the easy way. Flayed by the experience of unprecedented evil,
shorn of his trusted theological armor, Shapira refused to turn his back on tradition. Instead, he resolved to
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design a new language with which to comfort his listeners while speaking to Godâ€”while disturbing God.
The sermons constitute that language. Often in these sermons, Shapira resorts to an exegetical device by which
a traditional commentator would subtly suggest the need for God to embark on a new course of action, usually
in order to allay the suffering of His people. Seen in this light, the book of Genesis is at once the starting point
and, simultaneously, the extension of a story that otherwise seems to end with Deuteronomy. Sarah committed
suicide as a supreme act of theological protest, an act designed to teach God that human beings cannot cope
with trauma as horrific as the loss of a child. Suffering on that scale is no occasion for spiritual cleansing, no
reproof for the sake of moral improvement, no means for imparting some salvific lesson to humanity. It can
only crush and extinguish the human spirit altogether.
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Summary and Analysis of Irena's Children: The Extraordinary Story of the Woman Who Saved 2, Children from the
Warsaw Ghetto: Based on the Book by Tilar J. Mazzeo (Smart Summaries) Apr 18, by Worth Books.

Over , of them were Jewish, [8] or The Nazi German authorities intended to "purify" the city. All Polish Jews
were to be expelled to the Generalgouvernement eventually, while the non-Jewish population of Polish people
reduced significantly, and transformed into a slave labour force for Germany. The new German owners
pressed for the ghetto size to be shrunk beyond all sense in order to have their factories registered outside of it.
The Jews were forced to wear the yellow badge. Their businesses were expropriated by the Gestapo. To
expedite the relocation, the Orpo Police launched an assault known as "Bloody Thursday" in which Jews were
fatally shot in their homes, and outside, on 5â€”7 March Jews were formally sealed within the ghetto walls on
1 May By the new German decree, those caught outside the ghetto could be shot on sight. The Jews were
entirely dependent on the German authorities for food, medicine and other vital supplies. To exacerbate the
situation, the only legal currency in the ghetto was a specially created ghetto currency. Faced with starvation,
Jews traded their remaining possessions and savings for this scrip , thereby abetting the process by which they
were dispossessed of their remaining belongings. The chairman of the Judenrat appointed by the Nazi
administration was Chaim Rumkowski age 62 in Even today, he is still considered one of the most
controversial figures in the history of the Holocaust. Known mockingly as "King Chaim", Rumkowski was
granted unprecedented powers by the Nazi officials, which authorized him to take all necessary measures to
maintain order in the Ghetto. Rumkowski systematically singled out for expulsion his political opponents, or
anyone who might have had the capacity to lead a resistance to the Nazis. Conditions were harsh and the
population was entirely dependent on the Germans. Typical intake, made available, averaged between and
calories per day, about half the calories required for survival. In most instances, Rumkowski relied on the
Jewish police to quell the discontented workers, although at least in one instance, the German Order Police
was asked to intervene. Strikes usually erupted over the reduction of food rations. Medical supplies were
critically limited, and the ghetto was severely overcrowded. The entire population of , people was forced into
an area of 4 square kilometres 1. Fuel supplies were severely short, and people burned whatever they could to
survive the Polish winter. Some 18, people in the ghetto are believed to have died during a famine in , and all
together, about 43, people died in the ghetto from starvation and infectious disease. Injections of scopolamine
were used, at the request of the Nazi authorities. Two weeks later, on 20 December , Rumkowski was ordered
by the Germans to announce that 20, Jews from the ghetto would be deported to undisclosed camps, based on
selection by the Judenrat. The stationary gas chambers had yet to be built at death camps of Einsatz Reinhardt.
The Germans planned that children, the elderly, and anyone deemed "not fit for work" would follow them.
The slave workers began to strongly suspect that deportation meant death; even though they had never
deduced that the annihilation of Jews was all-encompassing, as was intended. A new German order demanded
that 24, Jews be handed over for deportation. A debate raged in the ghetto over who should be given up.
Rumkowski sounded more convinced than ever that the only chance for Jewish survival lay in the ability to
work productively for the Reich without interference. They [the Germans] are asking us to give up the best we
possess â€” the children and the elderly. I was unworthy of having a child of my own, so I gave the best years
of my life to children. In my old age, I must stretch out my hands and beg: Hand them over to me! Give me
your children! Some families committed collective suicide to avoid the inevitable. The deportations slowed
down, for a time, only after the purge of the ghetto was completed. Some 89, able-bodied prisoners remained.
In October, the number of German troops was reduced, as no longer needed. The Yellow badge was removed.
In April 1, Jews were transferred to labour camps in Germany. Max Horn from the Ostindustrie arrived and
made an assessment, which was damning. From his perspective the presence of children was unacceptable.
The relocation idea was abandoned, but the immediate consequence of his report was an order to reduce the
size of the ghetto. Then suddenly, the Soviets stopped their advance. A handful of people were left alive in the
ghetto to clean it up. Initially, they created 47 schools and daycare facilities which continued to operate despite
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harsh conditions. Later, when the school buildings were converted to new living quarters for some 20, inmates
brought in from outside occupied Poland, alternatives were established, particularly for younger children
whose mothers were forced to work. Schools tried to provide children with adequate nourishment despite
meager rations. After the schools were shut down in , many of the factories continued to maintain illegal
daycare centres for children whose mothers were working. In one such instance, a strike got so violent that the
German Orpo police were called upon to suppress it. At the same time, the rich cultural life included active
theatres, concerts, and banned religious gatherings, all of which countered official attempts at dehumanization.
One of them, Henryk Ross , managed to bury the negatives and dig them up after liberation, at 12 Jagielonska
Street. Because of this archive, the reality of the ghetto was recorded and preserved. The archivists also began
creating a ghetto encyclopedia and a lexicon of the local slang that emerged in their daily lives. The Jewish
population maintained several illegal radios with which they kept abreast of events in the outside world. At
first, the radio could only receive German broadcast, which is why it was codenamed the "Liar" in the diaries.
Among the news that quickly spread around the ghetto was the Allied invasion of Normandy on the day it
occurred. In the later years, leftist workers adopted the slogan P. There were numerous escape and rescue
attempts made during the existence of the Ghetto. Approximately Jews were saved officially, on top of many
children harboured by Catholic convents.
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Children of the ghetto vol iii, book ii: israel zangwill, title: children of the ghetto publisher: british library, historical print
editions the british library is the national library of the united kingdom it is one of the world's largest research libraries
holding.

The story of the fate of the children of the Lodz Ghetto was one of the most tragic of the Shoah. The ghetto,
known by the German name Litzmannstadt ghetto, was one of the better organized. For a long time, life was
kept as normal as possible under horrendous conditions. Records show that there were , Jews locked into the
ghetto, including 39, children under the age of At first 36 primary schools, two high schools, four religious
schools and even a music school continued to operate, with close to a total of 15, students attending. In the
district of Marsyin there was even a summer camp for the children. He had the power to assign jobs that would
save workers from the dreaded transports. Jews transported from Lodz were sent at first to Chelmno and later
to Auschwitz. Rumkoski was particularly fond of the children. He organized orphanages and summer
activities for them and was often honored, especially on his birthday. In the autumn of , the schools had to be
closed as more and more people were brought to the ghetto and space became scarce. In January , the
deportations to the Chelmno death camp began in earnest. Fifty-seven thousand people, including 11, Jews
who had been brought to Lodz from Western Europe, were sent to their deaths. The remaining Jews of the
ghetto continued their lives, not knowing the fate of their friends. On the first day of September , word came
that the Germans had surrounded the Jewish hospitals, and all the patients were being deported, with no
exceptions. On September 3, word came that the Germans were now demanding that all the children under the
age of 10, and the elderly over the age of 65 be handed over for deportation. It was now obvious that this was
not to be a resettlement program as the Germans had claimed, but that the Jews were being sent to their deaths.
Panic spread through the ghetto as parents tried in vain to register their children for work or bring forged death
certificates to the registry offices to try to save as many as possible. On September 7, Rumonkoski made a
passionate plea to the Jewish mothers and fathers of the ghetto. There is nothing we can do and all we ask is
not to interfere with the German deportation action. Children disappeared from the ghetto. Any children who
had escaped the round-up had to remain hidden during the rest of the war. Everybody had to work. There are
many records, including pictures of young children, working at jobs such as shoemaking and metal work. In
the end, there were only people remaining in the ghetto, whom the Germans had left to clean up after the
crimes. It offers a view into the struggle of a community and its young to live in spite of the most difficult
circumstances.
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But there was another song on the summer breeze in , broadcast everywhere too, including out of my own
bedroom windows in Catharine Street at the edge of the riot zone, in the so-called "Piggeries" flats in Everton
and even off leafy Lark Lane, behind Sefton Park. But not many people in America nor many in England
either know that "Children of the Ghetto" was written as part of a trilogy in and about Liverpool 8, on
Stanhope Street, which connects Toxteth to the docks. But the Liverpool 8 anthem by the same group, written
beforehand in , goes: By the time of the riots, the Real Thing were a phenomenon: When it was released after
the two disco anthems, says Eddy Amoo now, more in bewilderment than bitterness, "it almost finished us".
Eddy arrives indoors from the garden, bare-topped and sodden with rain and sweat after an evidently strenuous
workout; he is scarily fit for a man in his 60s. They say every picture tells a story â€” but this one tells
hundreds. Amoo grew up, he says, "a kid like any other, sleeping in a cupboard with my brothers. We grew up
in Tennyson Street, which has been knocked down now, and race was never an issue. The boys thought it was
cool, or funny, the thing to do. I saw it all in slow motion, and I still can: I looked around, and everyone had
gone. I got the break, while my friends learned their politics in jail. I asked who was playing, and my mates
said it was a band with this funny name, the Beatles. Amoo recalls going to a concert by Tamla Motown stars
including the Supremes and Stevie Wonder touring Britain, but playing to sparsely filled halls. I was about 26
when Shaft came out, and at last we had a real black hero â€” not just a passive idol, but someone who was off
the street and could make a difference. When his younger brother Chris founded the Real Thing in , Eddy was
not only coaching them musically but offering them "street-conscious" material like a song called "Vicious
Circle", "about everyone being out on strike, and it just keeps going round". Soon he joined the band himself.
They launched their career by coming under the wing of the legendary soul manager Tony Hall, and pairing up
with David Essex. When the Amoo brothers wrote the "Children of the Ghetto" trilogy to strengthen their
"message" repertoire and include in their live show, "David said that was the kind of thing we should be
doing", recalls Amoo. The record company wanted something commercial, they wanted a hit. So we did it, to
shut them up basically, get them off our back, and it got to number one. I saw the whole thing as a big
digression, but David Essex took me aside and said: Against the grain, however, in , Amoo delivered the
album he wanted to make: Since which, by some cruel twist, "Children of the Ghetto" became the anthem of
insurgent Liverpool â€” and later a smash hit in America â€” but reduced the Real Thing, says Amoo, "to
being like ghosts. We still have our public. It is a conversation comprising theories, but no real answers. But
the black British: Why is it that there simply is not a voice in music and the arts for the black British? It was
an online form, so it had these computer options: People who had become politically intelligent the hard way,
politically knowledgeable. And when it happened, part of me thought â€” this is horrific, burning down the
ghetto, and another part of me thought:
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This large print edition of Salome of the Tenements, from Transaction Publishers, is complete and unabridged and
features a dark point font that makes this book accessible to most visually impaired readers as well as those readers
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Chords for Phillip Bailey - Children of the Ghetto. Play along with guitar, ukulele, or piano with interactive chords and
diagrams. Includes transpose, capo hints, changing speed and much more.
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